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He has copies with distinct New Cross postmarks. He believes that  
these stamps might be tied to the Mazzawattee Tea Company. He  
thinks this firm used to own a large factory on the banks of the  
Surrey Canal. It lay to the East of the Railway line from New  
Cross Gate to London Bridge. 

 

Living now in New Zealand, Ian would find it very difficult to  
find out more but hopes the information he has given may provide  
the clues for someone else to do some research in business  
directories. 

*     *     *     *     * 

 

SPANISH OLYMPIC COMMEMORATIVE PERFORATION 
 

 
The, perforation illustrated is to commemorate the arrival of the  
Olympic Flame into Spain on June 13th 1992. 
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The  stamp  is  the  20 pts EXFILNA '87 plus the MINATURE SHEET of 
this  stamp and the handstamp, also illustrated, shows the arrival  
of the Flame and the date.  
There are five different 'covers' available:- 
1.  Large envelope (8½x6½ins) with mini-sheet perforated, plus 

special handstamp ----------------------------------------------------- 200pts 
2.  Postal Stationery Envelope (6½x4½ins) with perforation and 

special handstamp ----------------------------------------------------- 200pts 
3.   Coloured postcard showing runner with Flame, stamp-, perf- 

oration and special handstamp --------------------------------------- 200pts 
4.   Mint mini-sheet perforated - no handstamp ------------------------ l00pts 
5.   Mini-sheet perforated and special handstamp ---------------------- l00pts 
The price for these items is very reasonable at roughly 175pts to  
the £. Orders to SOCIETAT FILATELICA GIRONINA, RAMBLA 14 2n, 
GIRONA, SPAIN. There was no mention of postage in the letter. 

*     *     *     *     *     * 
LIFE AFTER PERFINS   By Jack Peach 
That famous letter of 13th March 1868 conveying to Mr. Sloper the 
Postmaster General's permission for stamps to be perforated with  
names and initials ends "...with a view to protect merchants and  
others, as far as possible, from the theft of stamps used by them".' 
The first patent in the UK for 'Apparatus for Impressing and  
Registering Fiscal Stamps to Supercede Adhesive Stamps' (1884)  
has the claim, among others, that "the loss and robbery of stamps  
becomes absolutely impossible". That patent was for what are now  
known as meter franking machines. However, in spite of their many 
advantages it was not until 1922 that the British Post Office  
allowed their use. 
During the period between 1868 and 1922 the perforating of stamps  
with firms initials held unquestioned supremacy as the means for 
preventing theft of postage stamps. Since 1922 the position has  
changed; first gradually then with ever growing rapidity after the  
last war. The meter franking machine offers much more than  
increased security and today most firms would place the reduced  
labour costs in the post room together with the advertising  
advantages of a slogan as prime reasons for changing to meter  
franking. 




